B rlefing Item
The Soviets and Cyprua: Soviet actions during the UNSC debate on
renewal of UNFICYP and recent public statements regarding Cyprua-relate
developments suggest that Moscow may have grown less concerned about
Turkish sensitivities and leas cautious in overtly courting the Greeks aDCI
Greek Cypriots.

In geopolitical terms, Turkey remains

country than Greece for the USSR.

Throughout th Cyprua criais. Moacow

has b en careful to avoid offense to Ankara.
be changing.

more important

But this approach may now

The Soviets probably see a policy mor openly sympathetic

to the Hellenic community s strengthening existing Greek an Greek
Cypdot inclinations to support some kind of Soviet role in the Cyprus
settlement.

At the same time they seem. to be applying measured pressur
ith troubles at home and in their relations

on the Turks. presently faced

with the U.S., in an effort to revise the llegative Turkish attitude toward
Soviet proposals designed to increase Moscow's voice about Cyprus.

In

,,
present circumstances, the Soviets seem to be departing from the evenbanded policy toward Turkey which baa had little payoff since it was
enunciated in July.

The Soviets may well reckon that their best

opportunities would emerge from a stalemate in Cypru. or a partial
defusing of the crista there which would leave enough unresolved differences
to asaure continued Greek· TurkiaJl conls-ontation. - -w
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expect that Soviet
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to the Cypru1 affair will continue to be l'eacti ve and w~

believe that the Soviets will continue to be con.tralned by detente !
A
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considerati ons and by their basic strategic interests in Turkey.

Thu•.

in Embassy Moscow's view, it ia doubtful that Soviet diplomacy on -

Cyprua will go beyond the relatively low- level of meddling that has
cha&-acteri zed it since last summer.
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